Topic 1. Theoretical foundations of the theatrical activities of children with special needs
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**Director's games**

1. Table Theater of Toys
2. Desktop Picture Theater
3. Bench dramatized games
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**Games-dramatization**

1. Game-dramatization with fingers
2. Games-dramatization with bibabo dolls.
3. Improvisation
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Classification of children's theatre
(L.S. Furmina)

Subject theater

the actors are the items: toys, dolls

Non-objective theatre

children in the image of the actor play a role
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Subject theater

1. Table puppet theatre
2. Poster theatre
3. Theatre on hand
4. Theatre riding dolls or dolls on the screen
5. Floor puppet theatre
6. Live puppet theatre
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1. Table puppet theatre
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2. Poster theatre
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3. Theatre on hand
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4. Theatre riding dolls
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5. Floor puppet theatre
6. Live puppet theatre